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Abstract

When a client submits a set of XPath queries to a XML database on a network, the set of answer sets sent back by the database may include redundancy in two ways: some elements may appear in more than one answer set, and some elements in some answer sets may be subelements of other elements in other (or the same) answer sets. Even when a client submits a single query, the answer can be self-redundant because some elements may be subelements of other elements in that answer. Therefore, sending those answers as they are is not optimal with respect to communication costs. In this paper, we propose a method of minimizing communication costs in XPath processing over networks. Given a single or a set of queries, we compute a minimal-size view set that can answer all the original queries. The database sends this view set to the client, and the client produces answers from it. We show algorithms for computing such a minimal view set for given queries. This view set is optimal; it only includes elements that appear in some of the final answers, and each element appears only once.

1 Introduction

Recently, XML has become a standard data format for information exchange and dissemination over the Internet. There have been many researches on various styles of XML information services on networks, such as on-line XML databases that provide interactive querying interfaces over the Internet, continuous query systems [21, 9, 2], and XML streaming systems [22, 5, 17, 25]. A continuous query system is a push-based information service, in which the users first register their queries to the system. Then, the system monitors the changes in its data, and when data matching the user queries become available, it is delivered to the corresponding users. In XML streaming systems, a server transmits a XML stream to the clients, and the clients monitor the stream to detect the data of interest to them.

Most of those systems use some kind of query language. Some of them use their own languages, but recently a language called XPath [12, 13] has become very popular. Although it was originally designed as a component of other standards, it is now also used as a stand-alone query language for many XML information systems because of its simplicity and yet enough expressive power [2, 8, 17, 25]. XML data is essentially a tree with node labels, and XPath is a tree pattern language, which extracts from a XML data a set of subtrees rooted by nodes that match the tree pattern. XPath can only extract a whole subtree rooted by some element; it never adds or trims edges, nor modifies labels.

XML information services can be classified into two categories: those that process queries on the server side, such as on-line XML databases and continuous query systems, and those that process queries on the client side, such as XML streaming systems. In the former, only necessary information is sent over networks from the server to the clients, and therefore, they are more efficient with respect to communication costs.

Even in the server-side approach, however, the communication cost is not always optimal. For example, if a client submits two queries to a database on a network, and the two answer sets to them have some data in common, sending those two answer sets separately to the client is not optimal in the sense that some data are sent twice. For example, suppose a client submits two queries asking:

- abstracts of papers including “XML” in their titles
- entire papers including both “XML” and “XPath” in their titles
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the client over the network is not optimal with respect to the communication cost.

Even when a client submits a single XPath query, the answer can be self-redundant, i.e., some elements in the answer set may be subelements of other elements in that answer set. For example, suppose a client issues the query:

- retrieve chapters, sections, or subsections that have the word “XML” in their headings.

Then, if a book has a section with the heading “XML” and its subsection with the heading “XML queries”, that subsection is sent to the client twice, once as an answer and once as a subelement of another answer. Answers to XPath queries are self-redundant very often. Notice that the same situation also occurs if a user issues a single query asking the union of the two queries in the previous example.

In the worst case, if a client submits a query “retrieve any subtree of the database tree,” the result sent to the client can be far larger than the database itself. Self-redundancy of answers comes from the characteristic of XPath queries in which an answer to a query is a set of subtrees of the database tree, and a member of an answer set may be a subtree of another member of the same answer set. (However, a similar phenomenon can occur in other databases as well because it is quite usual that a query language can create an answer that is bigger than the database itself. For example, in relational databases, one can query the product of all the relations in the database [11].)

If the server and the client agree on some encoding or protocol, we can avoid such redundancy in query answers in various ways, e.g., embedding “pointers” in the answers. In this research, however, we assume the server is a service on the Internet provided by someone else, and all we can do is to submit XPath queries and get answers.

Even in such an environment, it is possible to minimize the size of the data sent over the network in the examples above. In the first example, we can minimize it by submitting the following two queries instead of the original ones:

- retrieve abstracts of papers including the word “XML” in their titles, but not “XPath”, and
- retrieve entire papers including the words “XML” and “XPath” in their titles.

The server sends the answers to those queries, and then, the client can produce the answers to the original queries from those two results. In this scenario, the data sent over the network is optimal because it only includes data that appears in either (or both) of the final answers without duplication. In the same way, in the second example, the client should submit the following query:

- retrieve chapters, sections, or subsections that have “XML” in their headings, but have no ancestor with “XML” in its heading.

Then, the client can extract all the answers to the original query from the answers to this query. The data sent over the network in this example is again optimal.

In this way, we can sometimes optimize the communication cost by leaving a part of the query evaluation to the client, rather than fully evaluating queries at the server. By generalizing these examples, we study the following problem in this paper: Given a single or a set of XPath queries, we compute another set of queries such that:

- we can produce the answers to the original queries from their answers, and
- the total size of their answers is minimal.

In other words, we compute a minimal view set that can answer all the original queries. In this paper, we show algorithms for computing such a view set. Notice that a view set that includes all the information in the final answers does not necessarily guarantee we can correctly extract them. This is because some context in the database may be lost in the views. We will show some examples later.

If the server supports a full-fledged query language like XQuery, we can write queries that embed markers in views so that the client can easily extract the answers to the original queries. XPath, however, can only extract a set of subtrees of the database tree without modification, thus making the problem non-trivial; nevertheless, it is also this property that makes XPath efficiently processable, and it is the reason why many researches on large-scale information services adopt XPath [2, 8, 17, 25].

The techniques shown in this paper can be used in several ways. One way is to embed them in an intelligent querying agent, which resides at the client site. The agent transforms the user queries before submitting them, and extracts the answers from the views received from the server. Another approach is to embed them in a proxy server which resides between a continuous query server on the Internet and its users on the local network. Those users register queries to the proxy server, and the proxy server registers transformed queries to the server. By this, if many users register queries with overlapping answers, we can optimize the communication cost over the Internet.

In the next section, we explain the fragment of XPath we use in this paper. Next, we show some examples to clarify the problem and its inherent difficulties, and then, we formulate the problem. In the following three sections, we show our algorithm in three steps. We begin with an algorithm for non-recursive queries. (The meaning of non-recursive/recursive queries is explained later.) Second, we show an algorithm for a single recursive query, and finally, we show an algorithm for the general case. Then, we discuss related work. The final section summarizes the paper and briefly discusses the practicality of our method.

2 XPath

As mentioned above, XPath is evaluated on a XML tree, and returns a set of subtrees rooted by nodes matching the pattern. Here, we assume that a query answer is given in the form of a XML tree rooted by a node labeled Ans that has all the matching subtrees as its children (as in some
XPath processors, e.g., Xalan [27]). For example, when a query answer is the following set of three subtrees:
\[
\{ (a) \ldots (a), \ (b) \ldots (b), \ (b) \ldots (b) \}
\]
it is given as an XML tree in a form:
\[
\langle \text{Ans} \rangle (a) \ldots (a) (b) \ldots (b) (b) \ldots (b) /\langle \text{Ans} \rangle.
\]

In this paper, we use a fragment of XPath language that only includes its main features. The syntaxis of the language is defined as follows:

\[
q := \ l_p | //q \ u \ q | q - q
\]

\[
p := a \ a_1, \ldots, a_n | * | \ y_p / x / y_p | p / p | p / p
\]

A query \(q\) is either an absolute location path (in XPath terminology) of the form \(//p\) or \(//p\), the union of two queries \(q \cup q\), or the difference of two queries \(q - q\). An absolute location path \(//p\) matches nodes which are reachable from the root through paths matching a relative location path (in XPath terminology) \(p\). On the other hand, \(//p\) matches nodes which are reachable through paths matching \(p\) starting from any node. \(q \cup q\) and \(q - q\) are the ordinary set union and the ordinary set difference.

A relative location path \(p\) is composed of the following constructs: \(a\) is a label test that matches nodes with a label \(a\), and a negative label test \(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) matches nodes with a label other than \(a_1, \ldots, a_n\). \(*\) is a wildcard that matches nodes with any labels. \(p / p\) is a concatenation of two location paths. For example, \(/a/+\) matches nodes with any label which are children of the \(a\) node at the root of the database tree. \(p_1 / p_2\) is also a concatenation, but it does not require a path matching \(p_2\) appears immediately beneath a path matching \(p_1\). For example, \(/a/+b\) matches any “b” nodes which are descendants of the nodes matching the previous query \(/a/+\). // represents a restricted form of recursion, and we call queries with // (without //) recursive queries (non-recursive queries, respectively).

\(p_1 / p_2\) is called a predicate expression, and it matches nodes which are reachable through paths matching \(p_1\), and also have at least one path matching \(p_2\) beneath them. For example, \(/a/[bc]\) matches “a” nodes at any depth that has a child node “b” which, in turn, has a child node “c”. Similarly, \(/a/[bc]\) matches “a” nodes at any depth that has both “b” children and “c” children. \(p_1 [p_2]\) is a negative predicate and it matches nodes that are reachable through paths matching \(p_1\) but have no path matching \(p_2\) beneath them.

The definition above does not include the intersection operation \(q_1 \cap q_2\), but it can be computed by \(q_1 - (q_1 - q_2)\). Complementation of \(q\) can also be computed by \(!\! q\). If we assume a finite set of labels, \(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) and \(*\) add no expressive power to the language, but here we assume an infinite set of labels. Notice that \(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) has more power than the combination of \(\{a\}\) and \(\cap\). For example, \(/(a,b)/c\) is not equivalent to \((/a)//c) \cap (/b)//c\).

\(q - q\) is supported in XPath 2.0 [13]. In XPath 1.0 [12], it is not directly supported, but we can express it by using a negative eq-join with identity-equality. Negative eq-join can be expressed by absolute location paths in negative predicates, and identity-equality can be expressed by using built-in count function as shown in [24]. Similarly, \(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) is not directly supported in XPath standard, but we can express it by \(+\![not(self::a_1)]\ldots[not(self::a_n)]\). Negative predicates are expressed by \(p[not(p)]\). For more details of the XPath standards, please refer to [12, 13].

### 3 Problem Analysis

In this section, we show some motivating examples in order to clarify what is the problem in XPath processing over a network, and what are the difficulties in it.

#### 3.1 Examples with Non-recursive Queries

First, we consider examples that only include non-recursive queries. Below are two simple examples of a set of XPath queries that cause redundancy in their answers:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_1 &: /a/+ \quad Q_2 &: /a/b \\
Q_3 &: /a/b/c \quad Q_4 &: /a/b/d
\end{align*}
\]

In the example on the left side, the answer to \(Q_2\) is a subset of \(Q_1\), and therefore, sending the answers to \(Q_1\) and \(Q_2\) separately is not optimal with respect to communication costs. In this case, a simple solution is that we submit only \(Q_1\) to the server, and produce the answer to \(Q_2\) at the client side by extracting only b elements from the answer to \(Q_1\). Because we assume that the answer to a query is given in a form of an XML tree rooted by \(Ans\) node whose children are answer elements, we can do that by evaluating a query /Ans/b against the answer to \(Q_1\). In the rest of the paper, we write this in the following syntax:

\[
Q_2 \leftarrow (Q_1, /Ans/b)
\]

On the other hand, in the case of \(Q_3\) and \(Q_4\), their answers overlap only partially. In this case, we can submit the query below instead of \(Q_3\) and \(Q_4\):

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{3,4} &: /a/b[c] \cup /a/b[d] \\
Q_3 &: (Q_{3,4}, /Ans/b[c]) \\
Q_4 &: (Q_{3,4}, /Ans/b[d])
\end{align*}
\]

and we can extract the answer to \(Q_3\) and \(Q_4\) at the client in the following way:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_3 &: (Q_{3,4}, /Ans/b[c]) \\
Q_4 &: (Q_{3,4}, /Ans/b[d])
\end{align*}
\]

Similar situations are caused by union, difference, and negative label tests, such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_5 &: /a/b \cup /a/c \\
Q_6 &: /a/b \\
Q_7 &: /a/[b] \\
Q_8 &: /a/[c]
\end{align*}
\]

Those two cases can be handled in the same way as the two examples above, respectively.

In some cases, however, we cannot extract the answer to some query from the answer to another query even if the former is a subset of the latter. For example, suppose we have two queries below:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_9 &: /a/+ /c \\
Q_{10} &: /a/b/c
\end{align*}
\]
The answer to \( Q_9 \) is a superset of the answer to \( Q_{10} \). In this case, however, only given the answer to \( Q_9 \) of the form:
\[
\langle \text{Ans} \rangle \ (c) \ldots (c) \ldots \langle \text{Ans} \rangle
\]
we cannot tell which c elements in this answer are to be included in the answer to \( Q_{10} \) because we cannot know the labels of their parents in the original database tree. In this way, some context information in the database may be lost in query answers. In this case, we can minimize the communication cost, i.e., the total size of the data sent over the network, by submitting the following two queries:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{9-10} & : /a/(b)\langle c \rangle \cr
Q_{10} & : /a/b/c
\end{align*}
\]
The answer to \( Q_9 \) can be produced at the client side by taking union of the answers to \( Q_{9-10} \) and \( Q_{10} \) as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_9 & \leftarrow (Q_{9-10}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_9 & \leftarrow (Q_{10}, \text{Ans}/c)
\end{align*}
\]
The pair of \( Q_{9-10} \) and \( Q_{10} \) is optimal with respect to the communication cost because their answers only include data that appear in the final answers without duplication.

Similarly, if given two intersecting queries below:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{11} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle \langle d \rangle \\
Q_{12} : /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
then, we should submit the following queries:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{11-12} & : /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{11\cap12} & : /a/\langle b, c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{12} & : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
and produce the final answers in the following way:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{11} & \leftarrow (Q_{11-12}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_{11} & \leftarrow (Q_{11\cap12}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_{12} & \leftarrow (Q_{11\cap12}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_{12} & \leftarrow (Q_{12}, \text{Ans}/c)
\end{align*}
\]
This is more efficient with respect to the communication cost than submitting \( Q_{11} \) and \( Q_{12} \), which results in sending elements in their intersection twice.

In the example above, the source of the redundancy are elements matching more than one query. Redundancy also arises when some answers also appear as subelements of other answers. Shown below are two simple examples:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{13} : /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{14} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{15} : /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
In the case of \( Q_{15} \), its answer can be self-redundant, i.e., some elements in its answer set may also appear as subelements of other elements in the answer set. In these cases, we should submit the following queries, respectively:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{13} : /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{14} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{15} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
and extract the final answers in the following way:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{14} & \leftarrow (Q_{13}, /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle) \\
Q_{15} & \leftarrow (Q_{15}, /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle)
\end{align*}
\]
In the examples above, we can extract elements matching \( /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \) from the answer to \( /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \) because the answer to \( /a/\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \) includes enough context information for \( /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \). In general, however, some context information may be lost in query answers as explained before, and we may need to submit up to three queries, as shown in the example below:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{16} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{17} : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{18} & : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
Here, we should submit the following set of queries:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{16-17} & : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{16\cap17} & : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \\
Q_{18} & : /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
and produce the final answers in the following way:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{16} & \leftarrow (Q_{16-17}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_{16} & \leftarrow (Q_{16\cap17}, \text{Ans}/c) \\
Q_{17} & \leftarrow (Q_{16\cap17}, \text{Ans}/d) \\
Q_{19} & \leftarrow (Q_{16\cap17}, \text{Ans}/e)
\end{align*}
\]
If we want to make the number of submitted queries as small as possible, in the example of \( Q_{18} \) and \( Q_{19} \), we can merge \( Q_{18-19} \) with \( Q_{19-18} \) into a query \( /a/c/d\langle /a/b/d/e \rangle \) because we can extract the answers to \( Q_{18-19} \) and \( Q_{19-18} \) from its answer by \( /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \) and \( /a/\langle b \rangle\langle c \rangle\langle d \rangle \). It is also possible to merge \( Q_{18\cap19} \) and \( Q_{19\cap18} \) instead. Although it is not difficult to detect such cases, in this paper, because of space limitations, we only consider the elimination of data redundancy, and do not discuss the minimization of the number of queries. Therefore, even in the previous example of \( Q_{13} \) and \( Q_{14} \), where we need to submit only \( Q_{13} \), the algorithm we show later produces two queries.

### 3.2 Examples with Recursive Queries

The examples shown so far included only non-recursive queries, i.e., queries without //. When queries include // or union operator \( \cup \), the redundancy in the answers occurs even when a user submits a single query. We have already shown an example with //. Below is an example with //:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{20} & : /a//
\end{align*}
\]
This query retrieves all the subtrees rooted by “/a” nodes in the database tree. Therefore, if some “/a” nodes occur as descendants of other “/a” nodes, the subtrees rooted by those descendant “/a” are sent more than once over the network. In this way, answer sets to recursive XPath queries are self-redundant by nature because of the nested structure of XML.

In this case, we can minimize the size of the data sent over the network by submitting the query below to the server:
\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{20} & : /a - /a//
\end{align*}
\]
This query retrieves “a” nodes that occur as the first “a” node in each path from the root. Then, we can produce the answer to the original query in the following way:

\[ Q_{20} \leftarrow (Q_{20}^T, /Ans/a) \]

Extraction of answers that are descendant of other answers can be more complicated. Suppose we have a query:

\[ \{ Q_{21} : /a/b/a/b \} \]

Then, we should submit the query below:

\[ \{ Q_{21}^T : /a/b/a/b, /a/b/a/b/+ \} \]

--//a/b/a/b/+ at the tail eliminates the self-redundancy in the answer. In order to extract all the answers to \( Q_{21} \) from the answer to \( Q_{21}^T \), we need three queries shown below:

\[ Q_{21} \leftarrow (Q_{21}^T, /Ans/b) \]
\[ Q_{21} \leftarrow (Q_{21}^T, /Ans/b/a/b) \]
\[ Q_{21} \leftarrow (Q_{21}^T, /Ans/a/b/b) \]

Because a b element in the answer to \( Q_{21}^T \) is an element that has matched //a/b/a/b, if it has a path a/b beneath it, that grandchild b node was also matched //a/b/a/b in the database. Therefore, we need /Ans/b/a/b shown above. The computation of how to extract descendant answers is similar to the computation of the prefix function in the classic Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm for substring search [19].

For recursive queries, we sometimes need more than one query even when a client submits a single union-free query. For example, suppose we have the query below:

\[ \{ Q_{22} : /a/*/+ \} \]

which retrieves grandchildren of “a” nodes occurring at any level in the database tree. In this case, the single query and two procedure below are not sufficient:

\[ \{ Q_{22}^T : //a/*/+ \} \]
\[ Q_{22}^T \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/) \]
\[ Q_{22}^T \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/*/+) \]

because these two procedures cannot extract answers that are children of some answers to \( Q_{22} \). For example, if there is a path /a/b/c in the database tree, both the node b and the node c match \( Q_{22} \), and only b is included in the answer to \( Q_{22} \). Only from the path /Ans/a/c in the answer to \( Q_{22} \), however, we cannot know the labels of the parent of b, and therefore, we cannot tell if we should extract the c node.

In this case, we can correctly extract the answer to \( Q_{22} \) while minimizing the communication cost by submitting the following two queries:

\[ \{ Q_{a}^T : //a/*/+ \} \]
\[ Q_{[a]}^T : //a/[a/*/+] \]

by extracting the answer to \( Q_{22} \) in the following way:

\[ Q_{22} \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/) \]
\[ Q_{22} \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/*/+) \]
\[ Q_{22} \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/*/+) \]
\[ Q_{22} \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/*/+) \]
\[ Q_{22} \leftarrow (Q_{22}^T, /Ans/a/*/+) \]

4 Problem Formulation

Now we formulate the problem we study in this paper. First, when an XML element \( e_1 \) is a descendant of another XML element \( e_2 \), we write \( e_1 \prec e_2 \). We also write \( e_1 \preceq e_2 \) to mean \( e_1 \prec e_2 \) or \( e_1 = e_2 \). Next, for a bag \( B \) of elements (we use a bag because data sent over a network may include the same element more than once), we define \( E(B) \), the subelement-enumeration of \( B \), as follows:

\[ E(B) \equiv \bigcup_{e \in B} ^b \{ s | s \preceq e \} \]

where \( \bigcup_{e \in B} ^b \) is the iteration of the bag union operation \( \bigcup \) for all the elements in \( B \) including multi-occurrences. Using \( E(B) \), we define a partial order \( \preceq ^b \) as follows:

\[ B_1 \subseteq ^b B_2 \equiv E(B_1) \subseteq ^b E(B_2) \]

where \( \subseteq ^b \) is the bag inclusion. Next, \( Q(t) \) denotes the result of the evaluation of a query \( Q \) against an XML tree \( t \). Then, we say a set of queries \( \{ V_1, \ldots, V_m \} \) is a view set that can answer a query \( Q \) iff:

\[ (\exists q_1, \ldots, q_m) (\forall t) Q(t) = q_1(V_1(t)) \cup \ldots \cup q_m(V_m(t)) \]

Now, we formulate the problem as follows:

Minimal View Selection Problem: Given a set of XPath queries \( \{ Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \} \), we compute a view set (i.e., another set of XPath queries) \( V = \{ V_1, \ldots, V_m \} \), such that:

1. \( V \) can answer all of \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \), and
2. among those satisfying 1, \( V \) is minimal under \( \preceq ^b \) for any \( t \).

In the following three sections, we show algorithms to compute such minimal view sets. We begin with an algorithm for an arbitrary number of non-recursive queries, then show an algorithm for a single recursive query, and finally explain an algorithm for the general case, i.e., for an arbitrary number of recursive queries. In this paper, for the sake of brevity, we restrict the input of our algorithms to a language without union \( (q \cup q) \) and difference \( (q - q) \). We can, however, extend our algorithms for the language including them. Although we forbid those operations in the input, we use them in the output when we have recursive queries as shown in the later sections.

5 Algorithm for Non-Recursive Queries

This section explains an algorithm that computes a minimal view set for a given set of non-recursive XPath queries.

5.1 Intuition behind the Algorithm

First, we explain the intuition behind our algorithm, and show a simpler algorithm only for two queries.

Suppose we are given a set of non-recursive queries \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \). In the simplest case, if all of them have the same length, i.e., the same number of \( / \), then an element in
the answer to some $Q_i$ cannot be a subelement of elements in the answers to the other queries. In that case, the problem is rather easy. The following set of queries is a minimal view that can answer to $Q_1, \ldots, Q_n$:

$$\{V(S) \mid S \neq \emptyset, S \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\}\}$$

where

$$V(S) = \bigcap_{i \in S} Q_i - \bigcup_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} - S} Q_i$$

From this view set, we can extract answers by executing:

$$Q_j \leftarrow (V(S), /\text{Ans}^{i+})$$

for every $j$, $S$ s.t. $j \in S$. For example, if $n = 2$, the minimal view is:

$$\{Q_1 - Q_2, Q_1 \cap Q_2, Q_2 - Q_1\}$$

and we can extract the answers to $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ by

$$Q_1 \leftarrow (Q_1 - Q_2, /\text{Ans}^{i+})$$
$$Q_1 \leftarrow (Q_1 \cap Q_2, /\text{Ans}^{i+})$$
$$Q_2 \leftarrow (Q_2 - Q_1, /\text{Ans}^{i+})$$

In general, however, the length of $Q_1, \ldots, Q_n$ are not the same, and some element in one answer may be a subelement of elements in other answers. To deal with it, we define four set operations, generalized upper intersection $\triangledown$, generalized lower intersection $\uparrow$, generalized difference $-\Delta$, and self-redundancy elimination $\sigma$, as follows:

$$S_1 \triangledown S_2 \equiv \{e \in S_1 \mid (\exists e_2 \in S_2) e_1 \triangledown e_2\}$$
$$S_1 \uparrow S_2 \equiv \{e \in S_1 \mid (\exists e_2 \in S_2) e_1 \uparrow e_2\}$$
$$S_1 - \Delta S_2 \equiv \{e \in S_1 \mid (\forall e_2 \in S_2) e_1 \neq e_2 \wedge e_2 \notin S_1\}$$
$$S^\uparrow \equiv \{e \mid e \text{ is maximal in } S \text{ under } \uparrow\}$$

If we substitute $\sigma$ for $\triangledown$, $\uparrow$, $\Delta$ in those definitions, $\uparrow$, $\triangledown$, $\Delta$, fall back into the ordinary intersection and difference. Notice that $\triangledown$, $\uparrow$, $\Delta$ are not symmetric. (They are actually instances of “filter” operator in [1], while $\Delta$ is an instance of generalized difference in [1].) If $S^\uparrow \neq S$, we say $S$ is self-redundant. Then, the following properties hold.

**Proposition 1** The following equation holds:

$$S_1 = (S_1 - \Delta S_2) \cup (S_1 \cap S_2) \cup (S_1 \cap S_2) \cup (S_1 \cap S_2)$$

**Proof:** l.h.s. $\supseteq$ r.h.s. is obvious from the definition of $\Delta$, $\cap$, $\cup$, $\cap$. l.h.s. $\subseteq$ r.h.s. is also obvious because every $e_1 \in S_1$ appears at least one of the four sets in r.h.s. $\square$

**Proposition 2** If $S_1, S_2$ are not self-redundant, seven sets:

$$S_1 - \Delta S_2, S_1 \cap S_2, S_1 \cap S_2, S_1 \cap S_2, S_2 \cap S_1, S_2 - \Delta S_1$$

are disjoint with one another.

**Proposition 3** If $S_1, S_2$ are not self-redundant, the seven sets above are also pairwise disjoint in the sense of $\cap$ and $\cap$ except for the four cases below:

$$\begin{align*}
(S_1 \cap S_2) & \cap (S_2 \cap S_1) = (S_1 \cap S_2) \\
(S_1 \cap S_2) & \cap (S_2 \cap S_1) = (S_1 \cap S_2) \\
(S_2 \cap S_1) & \cap (S_2 \cap S_1) = (S_2 \cap S_1) \\
(S_2 \cap S_1) & \cap (S_2 \cap S_1) = (S_2 \cap S_1)
\end{align*}$$

**Proof Outline of Proposition 2, 3:** It is easy to show that if any two of the seven sets have other intersections, it implies that either $S_1$ or $S_2$ is self-redundant.

We also define those operations for queries, such as:

$$Q_1 \triangledown Q_2 = \{Q \mid (\forall t) Q(t) = Q_1(t) \triangledown Q_2(t)\}$$
$$Q_1 \uparrow Q_2 = \{Q \mid (\forall t) Q(t) = Q_1(t) \uparrow Q_2(t)\}$$
$$Q_1 - \Delta Q_2 = \{Q \mid (\forall t) Q(t) = Q_1(t) - \Delta Q_2(t)\}$$
$$Q_1^\uparrow = \{Q \mid (\forall t) Q(t) = Q_1(t)^\uparrow\}$$

They are defined by the set of equivalent queries, but we also use those notations to denote some representative queries for those equivalent classes in the rest of the paper. We also say $Q$ is self-redundant if $(\exists t) Q(t) \neq Q^\uparrow(t)$. Then, the following proposition holds for $Q^\uparrow$.

**Proposition 4** Non-recursive union-free queries are never self-redundant.

**Proof:** All the elements in the answer to a non-recursive union-free query appear at the same level in the database tree corresponding to the length of the query. Therefore, no element can be a subelement of the other. $\square$

Therefore, Proposition 2 and 3 apply to the answers to non-recursive union-free queries. Then, the following property holds:

**Proposition 5** When given two non-recursive union-free queries $Q_1$ and $Q_2$, we can retrieve all the necessary elements for their answers without duplication by five queries $Q_1 - \Delta Q_2, Q_1 \cap Q_2, Q_1 \cap Q_2, Q_2 \cap Q_1, Q_2 - \Delta Q_1$.

**Proof:** Let $S_1$ and $S_2$ be the answers to $Q_1$ and $Q_2$. By Proposition 1, those five sets include all the elements in $S_1 \cup S_2$ except for those in $S_1 \cap S_2$ and $S_2 \cap S_1$. Elements in $S_1 \cap S_2$ and $S_2 \cap S_1$ are, however, included in $S_2 \cap S_1$ and $S_1 \cap S_2$ as subelements because of Proposition 3. In addition, by Proposition 2 and 3, those five sets include no duplication even in the sense of $\cap$.

This property suggests that the set of those five sets may work as a minimal view that can answer $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ (although this proposition just guarantees that all the necessary elements are included in those five sets, and does not guarantee that $S_1 \cap S_2$ and $S_2 \cap S_1$ can be correctly extracted from $S_2 \cap S_1$ and $S_1 \cap S_2$).

Following this observation, we can develop a simple algorithm for computing a minimal view set for two non-recursive union-free queries. Let $Q_1$ be $p_1^1/\ldots/p_n^1$ and $Q_2$ be $p_1^2/\ldots/p_n^2$ where $p_i^j$ are expressions that do not include / nor //, we can assume $n \leq m$ w.l.o.g. We can compute the minimal view for $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ in the following way:

If $n = m$, $Q_1 \cap Q_2$, $Q_1 \cap Q_2$, $Q_2 \cap Q_1$, and $Q_2 \cap Q_1$ are empty queries, and the following three queries constitute a minimal view:

$$Q_1 - \Delta Q_2 : p_1^1/\ldots/p_n^1 - p_1^2/\ldots/p_n^2$$
$$Q_1 \cap Q_2 : p_1^1/\ldots/p_n^1 \cap p_1^2/\ldots/p_n^2$$
$$Q_2 - \Delta Q_1 : p_1^2/\ldots/p_n^2 - p_1^1/\ldots/p_n^1$$

and we can extract the final answers as follows:
Proof in exactly the same procedure as above with substituting the view set above to the one shown below:

For example, let \( Q_1 = \{a/b, Q_2: /\text{Ans/}c\} \) and \( Q_3: /\text{Ans/}c\). Those queries are translated into the three automata shown in Figure 1.

Then, we explicitly add a “fail state” to each automaton. For example, Figure 2 shows the automaton for \( Q_2 \) with the fail state. To add fail states, we need to compute the complementation of symbols. Complementation of symbols \( \text{sym} \), denoted by \( (\text{sym})^- \), is defined by the following rules corresponding to the syntax definition of \( \text{sym} \) above:

![Figure 1: Automata for Queries Q1, Q2, Q3](image1.png)

![Figure 2: Automaton for Q2 with a fail state](image2.png)

where \( a \) or \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \) are any label, and \( p \) is a relative location path defined before.

Because input queries do not include //, a query is translated into an automaton of the form of a simple sequence. For example, suppose we have the following set of queries: \( Q_1: /a/b, Q_2: /\text{Ans/}c\}, \) \( Q_3: /\text{Ans/}c\). Those queries are translated into the three automata shown in Figure 1.

Then, we explicitly add a “fail state” to each automaton. For example, Figure 2 shows the automaton for \( Q_2 \) with the fail state. To add fail states, we need to compute the complementation of symbols. Complementation of symbols \( \text{sym} \), denoted by \( (\text{sym})^- \), is defined by the following rules corresponding to the syntax definition of \( \text{sym} \) above:

Notice that the complementation of a symbol is represented by a set of symbols. Because of that, we may need many transition rules from each state to the fail state.

Then, we construct the product of all those automata in the standard way. The only difference from the standard product construction is that we need to compute the intersection and the difference between symbols. Intersection of two symbols, \( \cap(\text{sym}, \text{sym}) \), is defined by the rules corresponding to the syntax definition above. Here, we list only part of the rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\cap(a, \{a_1, \ldots\}) &= a & \text{if } a \notin \{a_1, \ldots\} \\
\cap(\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}, b) &= \{a_1, \ldots, b_1, \ldots\} \\
\cap(\text{sym}, \text{sym}[p]) &= \cap(\text{sym}, \text{sym}[p]) \\
\cap(\text{sym}, \text{sym}[p]) &= \cap(\text{sym}, \text{sym}[p]) \\
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that intersection of two symbols can always be represented by a single symbol while complementation of a symbol can be a set of symbols. The difference of two symbols, \( -(\text{sym}_1, \text{sym}_2) \), are computed by the rule below:

\[
-(\text{sym}_1, \text{sym}_2) = \cap(\text{sym}_1, (\text{sym}_2)^-) 
\]
Proposition 6: If no prefix of \( pp_i \) is contained by any of \( np_j \), we can create a path that matches \( pp_i \) but not any of \( np_j \). Then, an element with \( n \) children each of which satisfies one of \( pp_1, \ldots, pp_n \) but not any \( np_j \) satisfies all the predicates.

Proof: If no prefix of \( pp_i \) is contained by any of \( np_j \), we can create a path that matches \( pp_i \) but not any of \( np_j \). Then, an element with \( n \) children each of which satisfies one of \( pp_1, \ldots, pp_n \) but not any \( np_j \) satisfies all the predicates.

By using the product automaton for \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \), we can compute the following relations and operations on queries:

**Proposition 7:** \( Q_i \) is contained by \( Q_j \) if there is no satisfiable path from \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) to any states of the form \((\ldots, e_i, \ldots, s_j, \ldots)\) where \( s_j \neq e_j \).

**Proposition 8:** Intersection of \( Q_i \) and \( Q_j \), \( Q_i \cap Q_j \), is a union of queries corresponding to all satisfiable paths from \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) to any states of the form \((\ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_j, \ldots)\).

**Proposition 9:** Difference of \( Q_i \) and \( Q_j \), \( Q_i - Q_j \), is a union of queries corresponding to all satisfiable paths from \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) to any states of the form \((\ldots, e_i, \ldots, s_j, \ldots)\) where \( s_j \neq e_j \).

Therefore, we can express the intersection and the difference of two queries without using \(-\). In other words, the language without recursion and \(-\) is closed under intersection and difference. The proofs of those propositions are easy and omitted here. The computation of containment is used to test the satisfiability of predicates as explained above, and the computation of intersection or difference will be used in the next section.

Now we show the algorithm.

**Algorithm for Non-recursive Queries**

**Input:** \( n \) non-recursive queries \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \).

**Output:** a set of queries \( \{V_1, \ldots, V_m\} \) corresponding to the minimal view set, and a list of triplets \( Q_i \leftarrow \{V_j, q^i_j\} \) showing how to extract answers to \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \) from them.

**begin**

1. Translate \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \) into automata, add fail states explicitly, and construct a product automaton.
2. For each satisfiable path \( X \) from \((s_1, \ldots, s_n)\) to a state \( T \) of the form \((\ldots, e_i, \ldots, e_j, \ldots)\) that does not go through any other states of the form \((\ldots, e_\ell, \ldots)\):
   a. \( X \) to the view set, and add \( Q_i \leftarrow (X, /Ans/) \) to the triplet list for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \).
   b. For each path \( Y \) from the state \( T \) to any state of the form \((\ldots, e_j, \ldots)\), if \( X \mid Y \) is satisfiable, add a triplet \( Q_j \leftarrow (X, /Ans/ \mid Y) \) to the list.

**end**

For example, from the product automaton shown in Figure 3, the algorithm above produces a view set:

\[
\{/a/b[c], /a/b[c], /a/(b[c]c)\}
\]

and the following triplets:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_1 & \leftarrow (/a/b[c], /Ans/) \\
Q_2 & \leftarrow (/a/b[c], /Ans/) \\
Q_3 & \leftarrow (/a/c[c], /Ans/) \\
Q_3 & \leftarrow (/a/(b[c]c), /Ans/s/c)
\end{align*}
\]

Please examine that we can correctly extract the answers to \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3 \) by these procedures. Notice that the view set includes /a/c/c instead of /a/c/c://a/(b[c]c) because /a/(b[c]c) is unsatisfiable. Similarly, \( Q_3 \leftarrow (/a/b[c], /Ans/s/c) \) was not included in the triplet list because /a/b[c] is unsatisfiable.
Theorem 1  The algorithm above is correct.

Proof Outline: Each query added to the view set in the step 2(a) in the algorithm above corresponds to a simplified version (explained at the end of the previous subsection) of \( Q_1 \cap \ldots \cap Q_n \cap \ldots \cap Q_j \ldots \cap Q_k \), for some disjoint sets \( \{j_1, \ldots, j_k\} \) and \( \{k_1, \ldots, k_n\} \). From this view, we can extract part of answers to \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \) by \( /\text{Ans}/. \) and part of answers to \( Q_j, \ldots, Q_k \) by \( /\text{Ans}/. \). In addition, the queries added to the view set do not include duplication under \( \cap \) and even under \( \cap \) or \( \cap \).

It is also easy to prove the following proposition on the number of queries to be evaluated on servers and on clients.

Theorem 2 When given non-recursive union-free queries \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \), we need to submit up to \( 2^n - 1 \) queries to the server, and need up to \( n \times 2^{n-1} \) queries on the client.

Proof: As an upper bound, the number of views cannot be larger than \( 2^n - 1 \) because there cannot be larger number of the states of the form \( (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n) \) in the product automaton. We need to extract the answer to \( Q_i \) from up to \( (2^x - 1) + 2^y \) views where \( x \) is the number of queries which are shorter than \( Q_i \) and \( y \) is the number of queries which have the same length as \( Q_i \). It takes its maximum value \( 2^{n-1} \) when \( (x, y) = (n - 1, 0) \). Therefore, \( n \times 2^{n-1} \) is an upper bound for the number of queries evaluated on the client. As the lower bound, we actually need \( 2^n - 1 \) views and \( n \times 2^{n-1} \) client queries if \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \) are \( /a/b[1]/d, \ldots, /a/b[n]/d \) for some distinct \( c_1, \ldots, c_n \).

If we want to minimize the number of queries in the view set, we can merge two views \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) iff the intersection of two symbols on the transitions to the states corresponding to \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) is undefined or unsatisfiable. This is because only information that can be used to distinguish elements in the answer to \( V_1 \cup V_2 \) is the information represented by those two symbols. If they have intersection, and if the answer to \( V_1 \cup V_2 \) includes some element that matches that intersection, we cannot tell whether that element was belonging to \( V_1 \) or \( V_2 \) (or both). In this paper, however, we do not discuss this issue in more detail as mentioned in Section 4.

6 Algorithm for One Recursive Query

In this section, we show an algorithm that computes a minimal view set that can answer one given recursive query. Even though we restrict the input language of our algorithms to a language without \( \cup \) and \( \cup \) operations, the output language of the algorithms for recursive queries includes them. This is partly because the language with recursion but without \( \cup \) operations is not closed under difference or complementation. For example, \( /a/a/\cup/a/a \) cannot be expressed without \( \cup \). (In XPath standard, it can be expressed by using an “ancestor axis,” which we do not explain here.

In this paper, we assume a language without an ancestor axis.) As shown in [6], most XPath fragments used in recent researches are closed under intersection but not closed under difference or complementation.

Suppose we are given a recursive query of the form:
\[
Q : /p_1//p_2//\ldots//p_n \quad \text{or} \quad Q : /p_1//p_2//\ldots//p_n
\]
where \( p_1, \ldots, p_n \) are relative location paths that do not include \( / \). Because whether the query starts with \( / \) or \( / \) does not matter in the following discussion, here we assume \( / \).

As shown in the examples in Section 3, the redundancy in the answer to this query occurs in two ways:

- there are elements that match \( /p_1//\ldots//p_k//p_l \)
- there are elements that match \( /p_1//\ldots//p_k//p_l //p_m \) where \( p_l \) is some suffix of \( p_k \). s.t. the remaining prefix of \( p_k \) matches the suffix of \( p_n \). Please refer to the example of \( //a/b/a/b \) in Section 3.

If we have only the former kind of redundancy, we can simply submit a view query:
\[
(p_1//\ldots//p_n) - (p_1//\ldots//p_n)/\text{ Ans}/
\]
and produce the final answer by applying \( /\text{ Ans}/ \) and \( /\text{ Ans}/. \) to the view. To also remove the latter kind of redundancy, we consider a set of relative location paths:
\[
S = \{ s/p_n^{(1,k-1)} , s/p_n^{(1,k-2)} , \ldots , s/\ldots/s/p_n^{(1,2)} \}
\]
where \( k \) is the length of \( p_n \), and \( p_n^{(i,j)} \) is the subsequence of \( p_n \) from the position \( i \) to the position \( j \). Then, the algorithm computes the following views:
\[
V(T) : (p_1//\ldots//p_n/\cap \prod_{p \in T} p - \bigcup_{p \in S - T} p) - (p_1//\ldots//p_n//)/\text{ Ans}/
\]
for every \( T \subseteq S \). Here, we use ordinary \( \cap \) and \( - \) because \( p_n \) and every \( p \in S \) have the same length \( k \), that is, their answers cannot be subelements of other answers. The algorithm computes \( \cap \) and \( - \) of paths by using the product automaton explained in the previous section. If the result of \( p_n/\cap/\bigcup/p \) is empty for some \( T, V(T) \) is discarded. Then, for each survived view \( V(T) \), the algorithm produces the following triplets:
\[
(Q, V(T), /\text{ Ans}/) \\
(Q, V(T), /\text{ Ans}/. p_n) \\
(Q, V(T), /\text{ Ans}/. s/p_n^{(1,1,k)}) \quad \text{for each } s/\ldots/s/p_n^{(1,1)} \in T
\]
When the length of \( p_n \) is 1, the first one can be omitted because the second one contains the first one.

For example, suppose we are given a query \( Q = //a/b/c//s/[d] \). Then \( S = \{ p_1 : s/b/c//, p_2 : s/b/c\} \), and the algorithm examines the following four views:

- \( V_1 : /a//b/c//s/[d] \cap p_1 \cap p_2 - /a/b/c//s/[d]/\text{ Ans}/\)
- \( V_2 : /a//b/c//s/[d] \cap p_3 \cap p_2 - /a/b/c//s/[d]/\text{ Ans}/\)
- \( V_3 : /a//b/c//s/[d] \cap p_3 \cap p_2 - /a/b/c//s/[d]/\text{ Ans}/\)
- \( V_4 : /a//b/c//s/[d] \cap p_3 \cap p_2 - /a/b/c//s/[d]/\text{ Ans}/\)
By computing $\cup$ and $-$ with the product automaton, the algorithm find $V_1$ and $V_2$ are empty, and finally produces a view set consisting of the following two views:

$$V_3 : (a/b/c/b/c - a/b/c/s/\{d\})// *$$

$$V_4 : (a/b/c/\{b\}/\{d\} \cup a/b/c/b/\{c,d\}) - a/b/c/s/\{d\} // *$$

The algorithm also produces the following triplets:

$$Q \leftarrow (V_3, /Ans//*)$$
$$Q \leftarrow (V_3, /Ans//b/c/s/\{d\})$$
$$Q \leftarrow (V_3, /Ans//s/\{d\})$$
$$Q \leftarrow (V_4, /Ans//*)$$
$$Q \leftarrow (V_4, /Ans//b/c/s/\{d\})$$

Theorem 3 The algorithm above is correct.

Proof Outline: The view set above does not include self-redundancy because of $-((/p_1//...//p_n//)/*)$ at the tail of each view. Next, we show that the triplets above extract all the answers. Answers that appear as the first answers in the paths from the root are extracted by /Ans/*. We call those answers “top-most answers”. Answers that appear as children of top-most answers are extracted by /Ans/* /p_0/* /p_1/* /.../ /p_k/* /.../ /p_1/* /.../ /p_n/*. We define prefix paths $pp_i$ (1 $\leq$ i $\leq$ n, 0 $\leq$ j $\leq$ l_i - 1) as follows:

$$pp_i \equiv \{p_1^1, \ldots, p_i^j, p_i^j \cup \{p_i^j, \ldots, p_i^n\} /Ans// * \}$$

where $\emptyset$ is the empty path that matches no elements.

Then, we create views defined as below for any $S, T$ s.t. $S \subseteq \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $S \neq \emptyset$, $T \subseteq \{(i, j) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n, 0 \leq j \leq l_i - 1\}$:

$$\bigcap_{i \in S} Q_i - \bigcup_{i \notin S} Q_i \cap \bigcap_{(i, j) \in T} pp_i^j - \bigcup_{(i, j) \notin T} Q_i /Ans// *$$

Let $V( S, T )$ denote a view defined with $S, T$. Then, for each $V( S, T )$, we produce the following triplets:

$$Q_i \leftarrow (V( S, T ), /Ans//*) \text{ for } i \in S$$
$$Q_i \leftarrow (V( S, T ), /Ans//+^{i+1} /p_i^j \ldots /p_i^n ) \text{ for } (i, j) \in T$$

For example, suppose we are given two queries:

$$\begin{align*}
Q_1 & : /a/ \\
Q_2 & : /b/ /c/)
\end{align*}$$

Then, $pp_1^0 = /a/*$, $pp_2^0 = 0$, and $pp_2^1 = /a/ \cup /b/*$ are defined for $Q_1$ and $Q_2$. We can consider three sets for $S$ and eight sets for $T$. For $T$, however, we only need to consider those including $pp_1^0$ and not including $pp_1^0$ because views created by other $T$ are empty. In addition, $\cap pp_i^j /Ans// - \cap pp_i^j /Ans// *$ in the view queries can be omitted because they do not change the semantics of the entire query. As a result, we create the following views:

$$V_1 : (Q_1 \cap Q_2) \cap pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$
$$V_2 : (Q_1 \cap Q_2) - pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$
$$V_3 : (Q_1 - Q_2) \cap pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$
$$V_4 : (Q_1 - Q_2) - pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$
$$V_5 : (Q_2 - Q_1) \cap pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$
$$V_6 : (Q_2 - Q_1) - pp_i^j - (Q_1 /Ans/ \cup Q_2 /Ans//*)$$

We also produce the following triplets:

$$Q_1 \leftarrow (V_1, /Ans//) \text{ where } i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$$
$$Q_2 \leftarrow (V_2, /Ans//) \text{ where } i \in \{1, 2, 5, 6\}$$
$$Q_1 \leftarrow (V_1, /Ans//a) \text{ where } i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\}$$
$$Q_2 \leftarrow (V_1, /Ans//a/\{c\}) \text{ where } i \in \{1, 3, 5\}$$

Theorem 5 The algorithm above is correct.

Proof Outline: Because of $-\bigcup_{i \in S} Q_i /Ans//*$ at the tail of every view query, this view set only includes top-most answers to $Q_1, \ldots, Q_n$. Each top-most answer $e$ appear exactly once in the view set; $e$ appears only in $V( S, T )$ s.t. $S = \{i \mid e \in Q_i(t)\}$ and $T = \{(i, j) \mid e \in pp_i^j(t)\}$ where $t$ is the database tree. Therefore, the view set includes all the necessary elements without redundancy. From this view set, we can correctly extract all the answers. It is intuitively
The optimization of communication costs in query processing over a network has also been studied in the context of distributed databases [4], where distributed data servers cooperate. In this paper, however, we assumed an environment where all clients can do is to submit queries, and they cannot use special encodings or protocols.

The view minimization problem has also been studied in [20]. Their goal is to minimize given views without losing the power to answer queries, while our goal is to compute a minimal view that can answer a given set of queries.

There also have been researches on answering queries on tree or graph structured data using views [7, 15]. Their goal is, however, to answer queries with a given view set, not to compute minimal view set for a given set of queries.

9 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we studied a problem in XML database systems on networks, which has recently become very important both in the academy and in the industry. The problem is the redundancy in the answers to XPath queries sent over the network, which wastes network resources. A similar problem can occur in other data models and query languages, but this problem occurs especially frequently in the context of XML and XPath. Even when a user submits a single, quite ordinary XPath query, the answer to it may include significant redundancy. This problem comes from the characteristics of XML and XPath: the data have a nested structure and the language retrieves substructures appearing at arbitrary levels. Therefore, although this paper discussed the problem in the context of XML and XPath, similar problems occur in any nested data structure and query languages that retrieves substructure at arbitrary level.

To solve this problem, we proposed the minimal view approach. Given a set of queries, we compute a minimal view set that can answer all the given queries, and submit the queries asking for that view set to the database. Then, the database sends that view set to the client, and the client uses it to produce the answers to the original queries. We showed algorithms that compute such a minimal view set.
Because view sets we compute are minimal in size, we can optimize communication costs between database servers and the clients.

One problem in this approach is that the queries for a minimal view set are usually more complex than its original queries, and it may increase the computation cost on the server. To verify that this problem is not too serious for our approach to be practical, we conducted experiments to examine how much our approach improves communication costs for practical queries, and how it affects computation costs on the servers. Here, due to space limitations, we only briefly summarize the result of our experiments. The detail of the experiments will be reported in another publication.

As test data, we generated 233MB of artificial auction data by XMark [26]. We ran experiments in two settings. First, we stored XML data in a plain file, and evaluated XPath using a DOM-based in-memory XPath processor Xalan [27]. Second, we stored the data in a RDBMS, Oracle 9i, using a standard relational encoding scheme of XML used in many researches, such as [16], and evaluated XPath by transforming them into SQL. We tested various practical queries, and for non-recursive queries, we could even reduce the computation cost on the server in many cases. For example, we tested the queries below:

\[
Q_1 : \text{/site/region/namerica/item} \\
Q_2 : \text{/site/region/europe/item} \\
Q_3 : \text{/site/region/s/item/description} \\
\]

which asks for complete information on auction items in North America and Europe, and also asks for descriptions of auction items in any region. Our algorithm computes the view set consisting of \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) above, and \( Q_3 \) below:

\[
Q_3 : \text{/site/region/namerica,europe/item/description} \\
\]

Then, the total size of the query results, i.e., the size of the data to be sent over the network was reduced by more than 60%. It is not surprising, but a more surprising result is even the computation cost was reduced slightly in the DOM setting, and by more than 25% in the relational encoding setting. This is because the evaluation cost includes some factors which are proportional to the answer size, and view queries are more complicated but have smaller answers.

For recursive queries, if we evaluate \( \neg Q_2 //^* \) directly, its computation cost was very high. However, by expanding // into a union of many queries, we could reduce the computation cost in many cases. The detail of such optimization of the queries produced by our algorithm shown in this paper is an important future work.

It is also interesting to investigate the interaction between our approach and the compression approach, which compresses the data before sending, and decompresses it on the client. Because compression removes redundancy, it may offset the difference of the size of the original answers and our minimal views. It is another important future work.
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